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CONTEXTS:
• Algebra, in general – Hong
• The case of absolute value – Anna
• Input from the Audience; general discussion

THEMES:
• 1. Evidence of students’ difficulties with algebra
• 2. Theories about sources of difficulties
• 3. Attempts to improve the teaching of algebra
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Theme 1
Evidence of students’ difficulties
with absolute value
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92%

48%

11%

If a is a real number, what is
the sign of -a?

If |-a| = 1, what is the value
of a?

Frequency of correct answers
(N=46)

What is the maximum of the
set E={19, -1, -1253, 27, -3}

Question

Duroux, 1983

80%

22%

20%

0%

If 2a + 3 = 1, what is
the value of a?

If |a + 2| = 4, what is
the value of a?

Solve the equation
|x + 1| +|x + 3| = 5

Solve the equation
||2x +3| - 4| = 6

1. |a+2| = a+2 or a – 2 (the abs.val.
changes + into – )
2. If a > 0 then |a+2|=a+2. If a < 0 then
|a+2|=-a+2 (abs.val. applies only to the
variable)
3. If |a + 2| = 4 then a = 2 or a = -2
(identifies |a + 2| with |a| + 2 )
4. If |a + 2| > 0 then |a + 2| = a + 2.
If |a + 2| < 0 then |a + 2| = – a – 2.

Description of students’ solutions

?
(70% do not even
attempt the
question)

11%

Define the function
f: x →|x + 1|
without using the
absolute value

If the integer a is
less than the integer
b is it possible to
have |a – b| = 2?

|a|
a

Simplify the fraction

34%

Sample answer: No, because
if a < b then
a – b < 0 while absolute
value is always positive.

14 y.o.: 39%

x

where

4
2

N=273

17 y.o.: 57%

x ∈ R

=

−x

19 y.o: 39%

Is there an x such that the following equality is true?

Chiarugi, Fracassina & Furinghetti, 1990

• Sierpinska, A.: 2007, ‘I need the teacher to tell me if I am
right or wrong’, Proceedings of the 31st Conference of
the International Group for the Psychology of
Mathematics Education, Seoul, South Korea, July 8-13,
2007, Vol. 1, pp. 45-64.

Preliminary findings have been published in

Documents from our own research

||16-24| - |7-56||

6. |50x – 1| < |x +100|

5. |2x - 1| > 5

4. |2x - 1| < 5

3. |x + 3| < -3|x - 1|

2. |x -1 | < |x + 1|

In each of the following exercises,
find all values of x
for which the given inequality is true

1. Calculate:

2x − 1 < 5
2x < 6
x<3

Solution of VA-S-3

x<2

x<2

− 2x + 1 < 5
− 2 x < −4
2x < 4

Question 4: |2x – 1| < 5

|x – 1| < |x + 1|

PA-U-2’s result in Question 2 is “x > 1”

PA-U-2: The same sign of the slope

Interviewer: The same sign of the slope?

PA-U-2: Yes

Interviewer: Same direction?

PA-U-2: No, you should compare the same direction

Interviewer: Yes, but it’s also higher from 0 to 1, isn’t it?

PA-U-2: So, y is here; it’s always higher

|x – 1| < |x + 1|

Theme 2.
Sources of students’ difficulties with
absolute value
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• Thinking of number as absolute measure
• Thinking of functions as algebraic
expressions
• Thinking of letters as representing fixed
but unknown numbers

Epistemological obstacles to understanding
absolute value

Thinking of number as absolute measure

A mathematician overhears them,
and is confused, “So what are you
crying about? Isn’t it what you
want the temperature to do?”

•

•

•

In a microbiology research lab,
there is a problem with the
freezer. The freezer’s temperature
has been set to keep -80 degrees
Celsius, but suddenly the
temperature changes.
The first time someone notices it,
it is -50; some time later it is -45.
The microbiologists in the lab
lament, “The temperature has
dropped considerably and keeps
dropping”!

•

-80º
-50º
-45º

16:00
16:30
16:45

Number = absolute measure

•

•

MN
|x|

x

x

+x
DN

Taking into account the direction of change (increase or decrease)
results in a new concept of number – let’s call it ‘directed number’ –
of which the absolute measure concept is only a particular aspect,
namely “the numerical (or absolute) value”.
Seeing the absolute measure numbers as isomorphic with a subset
of the “directed numbers” is not immediately obvious or natural for a
mind used to thinking of numbers as absolute measures.

Understanding the notion of absolute value
requires the concept of directed number

•

•

•

+

MN

3

“+3”

+3

DN

The two functions account for an isomorphism between MN and a part of
DN.
This isomorphism – as any isomorphism in mathematics – points, at once,
to a structural similarity between MN and DN, and a difference in the nature
of these objects.
From the perspective of DN, a symbol like, for example “+3” represents one
single whole, a number in itself. From the perspective of MN, this symbol
represents two objects: a number (3) and a sign (+).

Consequences of the
MN conception of number

• From the point of view of MN, “x”, which
appears to represent a single entity, must
refer to absolute measure, a number
without a sign.
• The symbol “-x” then necessarily refers to
a negative number.

Consequences of the
MN conception of number

• “We will always use the word “number” in the sense in
which it is used in Arithmetic, deriving numbers from the
absolute measure of magnitudes, and we will use the word
“quantity” uniquely to real positive or negative quantities,
i.e. to numbers preceded by the signs + or -. Moreover, we
will regard quantities as representing increase or
decrease, so that, if we are interested only in comparing a
given magnitude to another magnitude of the same kind
taken as a unit, then we will represent the magnitude by a
number, and if we see the magnitude as representing an
increase or decrease of a fixed magnitude of the same
kind, then we will represent it by the same number
preceded by the sign + or the sign -.”(our translation)

Cauchy, 1821, Cours d’Analyse

Thinking of functions as algebraic
expressions

| x |= x

2

Is an alternative definition a solution to the
misconception?

 x if x ≥ 0
|x| = 
− x if x < 0

Is this one function or two?

Thinking of letters as representing
fixed numbers

Küchemann, D.: (1981). ‘Algebra’. In K.M. Hart (Ed.), Children’s
Understanding of Mathematics: 11-16. London: John Murray.

• The notion of letter as representing a
variable is necessary to formulate
conditional statements about values of
expressions

“variable” = an arbitrary element of a set

Theme 3.
Teaching approaches to absolute value
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• Isn’t absolute value just a type
of secondary school math
problems where the absolute
value notation is mere
shorthand used to make the
problem more difficult and
requiring the study of cases?
• A lithmus test of mathematical
maturity?

Why teach absolute value at all?

Perrin-Glorian, 1995 (France):
• It is hard to find problems for which absolute
value would be a tool, without explicitly
mentioning it.
• In fact, the only exercises where students are
obliged to use absolute value are problems of
translation from one language to another.
• So the difficulties with absolute value are
difficulties of mathematical language and logic
since we seek logically equivalent expressions
when translating from one language to another.

Scepticism about the educational
value of absolute value

a+1
2sqrt(a)

Question 9: In a right-angled triangle one side is
2 a cm and the hypotenuse is a + 1 cm, with
a > 0. Find the length of the other side.

• Chiarugi, Fracassina & Furinghetti, 1990

Absolute value as a mathematical
tool?

– The epsilon-delta definition of limit
– Convergence tests

• Absolute value inequalities prepare
students for

• Absolute value function: Useful in Cal as
example of a continuous but not
everywhere differentiable function

MATH 206 - Precalculus

18 Concordia students in total, 6 in each
approach
19 Secondary-5 students: 10 in PA, 9 in VA

• TA – “theoretical approach”
• PA – “procedural approach”
• VA – “visual approach”
to teaching inequalities with absolute value.

A teaching experiment at
Concordia

Worked out example

TA

PA

VA

Average
number of
questions
attempted

6
6
6
2.8
5.56

GROUP (N)

TA-U (6)

PA-U (6)

VA-U (6)

PA-S (10)

VA-S (9)

28

18

75

58

51

Average of the
total mark in
percentages

22

10

67

50

33

Percent of
students who
noticed the
contradiction in
Q.3

Average marks obtained in different groups of students
on all questions and on question 3

27
5
20
33

PA-U

VA-U

PA-S

VA-S

l.s.a = less sophisticated approach
m.s.a. = more sophisticated approach

24

TA-U

l.s.a.

Q. 2-6

36

16

85

63

70

m.s.a.

used

50

100

25

100

50

l.s.a.

Q.3

% of those who attempted

50

0

75

0

50

m.s.a

Random numerical testing

Numerical testing
Case analysis by definition or
procedure

Random numerical testing
‘Two-column approach’

Questions 2, 6

Question 3

Questions 4, 5

l.s.a

Systematic numerical testing
Graphing
Case analysis
Theorem |x| < a <-> -a < x < a
Complement approach

Graphical reasoning
Analytical reasoning on signs

Systematic numerical testing
Graphing
Case analysis from definition
Case analysis following a
procedure

m.s.a

Definitions of l.s.a, & m.s.a.

Figure VA-U-2-Ex.3 A fully graphical solution of Exercise 3 by PA-U-2.

Figure VA-U-2-Ex.6 Systematic numerical testing by VA-U-2 in Exercise 6.

• PA-U-6 said that she appreciated the procedural
approach to teaching mathematics, where the
teacher would explain a method on examples
but not dwell too much on the theoretical
underpinnings of the method; she found it
effective.
• She once had a teacher who would spend time
developing the theory in class. She didn’t like it
because, ironically, this approach would not
leave room for students’ own thinking. All she
could do in class was take notes from the board.

PA-U-6: flawless solutions;
an A+ student

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(…) Children who did not explain tended to revert to using old,
incorrect procedures.
In other words, self-explanation strengthened and broadened correct
procedures and weakened incorrect procedures, which are central
components of improved procedural knowledge (…)
Contrary to expectations, self-explanation during problem solving did not
improve performance on the conceptual knowledge measure.”
(Rittle-Johnson, 2006).

– learning correct procedures to solve novel transfer problems,
– and retaining these procedures over a delay.

The phenomenon of some students’ success in procedural approaches has
been studied, in particular, by Rittle-Johnson (2006). Her studies suggest
that students who self-explain are likely to benefit from both direct
instruction and discovery learning approaches.
“Prompts to self-explain promoted learning and transfer equally well under
conditions of direct instruction and discovery learning.
Self-explanation facilitated

Does PA always lead to rote
learning?

• What is wrong with TA?

• Why is VA better? In what sense is it better?

• Why PA prevails in the teaching of mathematics?

Discussion

